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Abstract

This thesis investigates different types of Monte Carlo estimators for use in com-
putation of chemical system, mainly to be used in calculating surface growth
and evolution of SiC. Monte Carlo methods are a class of algorithms using ran-
dom sampling to numerical solve problems and are used in many cases. Three
different types of Monte Carlo methods are studied, a simple Monte Carlo esti-
mator and two types of Markov chain Monte Carlo Metropolis algorithm Monte
Carlo and kinetic Monte Carlo. The mathematical background is given for all
methods and they are tested both on smaller system, with known results to
check their mathematical and chemical soundness and on larger surface system
as an example on how they could be used.
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Nomenclature

Reoccurring symbols, expressions and abbreviations from the thesis are de-
scribed here.

Symbols

kB The Boltzmann constant (1.380 648 54 · 10−32 J K−1).

R The gas constant (8.314 4598 J K−1 mol−1).
h The Planck conctant (6.626 070 040 · 10−34 J S).
H Enthalpy of a system.
S Entropy of a system.
G Gibbs free energy of a system.
T Thermodynamic temperature.

Expressions

E [f(x)] The expected value of f(x).
σ2 [f(x)] The variance of f(x).

Abbreviations

SiC Silicon Carbide
CVD Chemical vapour deposition
MC Monte Carlo
MCMC Markov chain Monte Carlo
MMC Metropolis algorithm Monte CarloMMC
KMC Kinetic Monte Carlo
i.i.d. Independent and identically distributed
nn Nearest neighbour
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Silicone carbide and chemical vapour depo-
sition

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a semi-conducting material with several uses in the
electrical component industry. The atoms of silicon and carbon arranges in a
hexagonal pattern where each carbon atom binds to four silicon atoms and each
silicon atom binds to four carbon atoms, see Figure 1.1. Thin surface layers
of SiC are grown in a process called chemical vapour deposition (CVD). In the
CVD process the silicon and carbon atoms are carried to the surface as parts of
precursor molecules, diluted in an inert carrier gas, that react with the surface
to deposit the atoms. As the surface film starts to grow precursor molecules
starts of interact with already deposed atoms which can give clustering. The
process is normally carried out in high temperatures (> 1000K).

Figure 1.1: Lattice of a hexagonal SiC-surface.

Rönnby, 2016. 1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Chemical background

Chemical processes are mainly governed in two ways, the change of energy in
form of heat, called enthalpy H, and the change of order of the system, call en-
tropy S. These properties related to each other via thermodynamic temperature
T and the Gibbs energy G

G = H − TS.
A reaction will occur if it leads to a lowering of the Gibbs energy of the system,
i.e. ∆G = G−G0 ≤ 0.

If H and S are assumed to be temperature independent, it can be derived
from the change of Gibbs free energy that a process that has a decrease of
enthalpy and a increase in entropy will be spontaneous at all temperatures and
an opposite process will never be spontaneous. A process that lead to an increase
of both enthalpy and entropy will be spontaneous at higher temperatures and
a process that decreases both will be spontaneous at lower temperature. The
threshold temperature Tt can be calculated easily by

∆G = 0⇔ ∆H − Tt∆S = 0⇔ TT =
∆H

∆S
.

Some reactions do not really occur at observable rates in nature even if
the Gibbs energy is lowered. For example, diamond would spontaneous burn i
oxygen according to the Gibbs energy (∆G ≈ −400 kJ mol−1). This could be
explained with kinetics.

A simple chemical equilibrium reaction where a number of A transform into
b number of B and revere,

aA −−⇀↽−− bB,

has the reaction rate

rf = −1

a

d[A]

dt
=

1

b

d[B]

dt
= −rb, (1.1)

where [X] denotes the concentration of species X [1]. There is a power-law
correlation between the reaction rate and the concentration for most reactions

rf = kf [A]
m − kb[B]

n
= −rb, (1.2)

where kf and kb are temperature dependent rate constants. The order of the
reaction is m in the forward reaction and n in the backward reaction.

Combining (1.1) and (1.2) yields a system of differential equation for the
concentration over time. If a = b = 1 and a first order reaction in both direction
is assumed the differential equation system becomes linear{

d[A]
dt = −kf [A] + kb[B],
d[B]
dt = kf [A]− kb[B],

which can be uncoupled and solved. Given the initial conditions [A](0) = [A]0
and [B](0) = [B]0 the solutions are

[A] = [A]0
1

kf + kb

(
kb + kfe

−(kf+kb)t
)

+ [B]0
1

kf + kb

(
kb − kbe−(kf+kb)t

)
,

[B] = [A]0
1

kf + kb

(
kf − kfe−(kf+kb)t

)
+ [B]0

1

kf + kb

(
kf + kbe

−(kf+kb)t
)
.
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The rate constant k can be expressed in terms of the activation energy Ea
and temperature T with the Arrhenius equation

k = Ae−Eaβ ,

where A is the maximum rate that can occur and β = (kBT )−1. An Arrhenius-
like equation is used in transition state theory [2] to be able to calculate the
rate constant given the Gibbs energy of the transition state

k =
kBT

h
e−∆G‡β .

Even if nature seeks the lowest energy there is a small probability that
particles such as atoms and molecules may occupy states with higher energy.
The probability decreases as the energy is increased and as the temperature is
decreased. The probability density function is the Boltzmann distribution

pB(x) ∝ e−E(x)β , (1.3)

where E(x) is the energy of x [3]. How the Boltzmann distribution varies with
energy at constant temperatures temperature is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Boltzmann distribution of increasing energy at different tempera-
tures.

1.3 Monte Carlo method

Monte Carlo (MC) methods are a class of numerical algorithms that uses ran-
domness in the sampling. They are used in many cases of applied mathematics,
including finance [4], infrastructure [5], medicine [6,7], physics [8] and chemistry
[9], or to solve purely deterministic problems by drawing random samples from
a probability distribution. One thing in common for these algorithms is that
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they are run for many iterations and use the law of large numbers and some
other properties to obtain the results [10].

Ordinary MC can give problems when used in many physical and chemi-
cal processes, due to large dimension or complex probabilities. In these cases
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a better suited, where the random sam-
pling comes from a Markov chain, the probability of each variable depended on
it nearest predecessor, with a desired stationary distribution. A common way
to to this is Metropolis(–Hastings) Monte Carlo (MMC) [11,12].

A disadvantage of MMC is that it only can generate different states given
their probability at equilibrium and gives no information about how the system
evolves over time. For simulations of a process over time kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) is used. These algorithms uses transition rates as probabilities when
forming the Markov chain [13]. KMC methods is often used in surface sciences to
model how particles condensate on, diffuses over and evaporates from surfaces.
A limitation of KMC is that the real reaction rates for the involved steps is hard
to calculate, as these systems may be very complex. Instead different estimates
of the activation energy barrier are used [14–16].

1.4 Topics covered

There are five chapters (including this introduction). Main topics dealt with
are:

Chapter 2: In this chapter the normal Monte Carlo method is studied. Prob-
ability theory is used to show that the method works mathematically and
the method is tested on a simple test system with known results.

Chapter 3: The Markov Chain methods is studied in this chapter. General
conditions are set for when the methods works and Metropolis algorithm
and kinetic Monte Carlo are explained and tested on simple systems.

Chapter 4: A Metropolis algorithm is constructed to model of surface growth
at equilibrium. The method is evaluated on a small simple system to
verify the the results follows expected experimental physical and chemical
trends.

Chapter 5: Kinetic Monte Carlo is used to simulate surface growth over time
and the method is evaluated to check that the results follows experimental
physical and chemical trends.



Chapter 2

Simple Monte Carlo
estimator

A Monte Carlo estimator is a method to estimate the expected value of a func-
tion E [f(x)] where x is distributed as given by a probability function p(x). The
method draws x1, . . . , xm randomly independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) according to p and estimates the expected value as the sample mean
(2.1).

E [f(x)] ≈ µ̂n =
1

n

n∑
i=1

f(xi) (2.1)

The expected value of the MC estimator can easily calculated as expected value
of a sum is the sum of expected values for the terms,

E [µ̂n] = E

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

f(xi)

]
=

1

n

n∑
i=1

E [f(x)] =
1

n
(nE [f(x)]) = E [f(x)] ,

so
E [f(x)]− E [µ̂n] = 0. (2.2)

The expected value of the MC estimator is equal to the expected value of the
function (2.2) so the bias of the MC estimator is 0, i.e. the estimator is unbiased.
The variance of the MC estimator is easily calculated from (2.1) since the vari-
ance of a constant times a variable ( 1

n in this case) is the constant squared time
the variance of the variable and the variance of a sum of i.i.d. random variables
applied to a function f(x) is n times the variance of the function (σ2 [f(x)]), i.e.

σ2 [µ̂n] =
1

n2
(nσ2 [f(x)]) =

1

n
σ2 [f(x)] . (2.3)

If σ2 [f(x)] <∞ is assumed the variance of the estimator approaches zero as n
approaches infinity,

lim
n→∞

1

n
σ2 [(f(x)] = 0. (2.4)

The Chebyshev inequality [17] states that ∀ε > 0

P (|µ̂n − E [f(x)] | ≥ ε) ≤ σ2 [µ̂n]

ε2
. (2.5)

Rönnby, 2016. 5
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Since σ2 [µ̂n]→ 0 as n→∞ the Chebyshev inequality gives

P (|µ̂n − E [f(x)] | ≥ ε)→ 0,

as n → ∞, i.e. the sample mean converges with probability to the expected
value as n approaches infinity. This means that the MC estimator is a consistent
estimator.

2.1 Estimation of an area

A MC estimator can be used to find the area AΩ of a subset Ω ⊂ R2 by
estimating the indicator function

h(x, y) =

{
1, (x, y) ∈ Ω,

0, (x, y) /∈ Ω,

when (x, y) are sampled uniformly from a rectangle R ⊂ R2 with Ω ⊆ R and
area AR. The area of Ω (AΩ) can then be expressed as

AΩ =

∫∫
Ω

dxdy =

∫∫
R

h(x, y)dxdy = AR E [h(x, y)] . (2.6)

The method was tested by finding the estimation of the area between the x-
axis and sinx for x ∈ [0, π]. Let Ω =

{
(x, y) ∈ R2|0 ≤ x ≤ π, 0 ≤ y ≤ sinx

}
,

R = [0, π]× [0, 1] and

h(x, y) =

{
1, 0 ≤ y ≤ sinx,

0, otherwise.

Since (x, y) is uniformly sampled from R. The probability function can be
written as

p(x, y) =

{
1
π , 0 ≤ x ≤ π and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

0, otherwise.

The expected value of h(x, y) is calculated by

E [h(x, y)] =

∫∫
R

h(x, y)p(x, y) dxdy =
1

π

∫ π

0

∫ 1

0

h(x, y) dydx =

=
1

π

∫ π

0

∫ sin x

0

dydx =
1

π

∫ π

0

sinx dx =
2

π
,

and the variance of h(x, y) is calculated by

σ2 [h(x, y)] =

∫∫
R

(h(x, y))2p(x, y) dxdy − E [h(x, y)]
2

=

=

∫∫
R

h(x, y)p(x, y) dxdy − 4

π2
=

2(π − 2)

π2
.

This gives an expected area of AΩ = AR E [h(x, y)] = 2 and a variance of the
expected area σ2 [AΩ] = A2

R σ
2 [h(x, y)] = 2(π − 2) ≈ 2.28. The expected value
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Figure 2.1: Top: Mean of estimated area at increasing number of iterations,
with one standard deviation as error. Bottom: Variance of the estimations at
incresing number of iterations togheter with the theoretical variance.

of the MC estimator is equal to the expected value of the area and the variance

of the estimator is by (2.3) σ2 [µ̂n] = 2(π−2)
n .

Figure 2.1 shows the results obtained when estimating the area with the
MC estimator. To get a expected mean and a variance of the estimator 100
runs where done on each iteration limit. The real area lies within one standard
deviation from the estimated value for all tested number of iterations so the
method is expected to give plausible results even after small iterations. The
variance is as predicted proportional to 1

n and as n is increased the difference
from the theoretical value decrease. This could be problematic when trying to
limit the error as more iterations means that the decrease of variance is slower.
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Chapter 3

Markov chain Monte Carlo

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used instead of normal MC as an
estimator in cases when it is difficult to sample directly from the probability
distribution, it could for example be that the probability density function is
difficult to calculate or that the dimension of the problem is too large. Instead
of sampling the random variables i.i.d., MCMC generates a sequence of variables
that follows the Markov property. This property states that the probability of
selecting a value for the next variable depends only on the value of current
variable. Such as sequence is called a Markov chain.

MCMC estimates the expected value of a function of random variables in the
same way as normal MC with a sample mean. Since MCMC is not i.i.d. though
there are additional properties that must be fulfilled for the sample mean to
converge to the expected value.

3.1 Ergodic theorem

The Ergodic theorem for Markov chains [18,19] states some properties for when
the sample mean of the Markov chain converges almost surely to the expected
value. These properties ensure that the transition rates are independent of
time, that all states are reachable from any starting state and that there are no
periodicity in when states are reached [20].

Let X be the set of all possible values for the stochastic variables.

Definition 3.1.1. A Markov chain is time-homogeneous if

P (Xi+1 = b|Xi = a) = Tab ∀i ∀a, b ∈ X

for some stochastic matrix T .

Definition 3.1.2. A probability density function π is a stationary distribution
with respect to a transition matrix T if

πT = π or equivalently
∑
a∈X

πaTab = πb ∀b ∈ X .

Definition 3.1.3. A Markov chain is irreducible if ∀a, b ∈ X ∃t ≥ 0 such that

P (Xt = b|X0 = a) > 0.

Rönnby, 2016. 9
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Definition 3.1.4. A Markov chain is aperiodic if ∀a ∈ X

gcd {t|P (Xt = a|X0 = a) > 0} = 1,

where gcd denotes the greatest common divisor.

The aperiodicity ensures that there are no regular repetitions of how many
steps the chain must take to be able to return to a given starting variable.

Definition 3.1.5. A sequence of random variables {Xi} is said to converge
almost surely to a value X if

P
(

lim
i→∞

Xi = X
)

= 1.

Almost surely convergence is denoted by

Xi
a.s.−−→ X.

With these properties defined the Ergodic theorem can be stated

Theorem 3.1.1. If {Xi} = {X0, X1, . . . , Xn} is an irreducible, time-homogeneous,
discrete Markov chain with stationary distribution π then

1

n

n∑
i=1

f(Xi)
a.s.−−→ E [f(x)]

as n → ∞, where x ∼ π for any bounded function f : X → R. Furthermore if
(Xi) is aperiodic then P (Xn = x|X0 = x0)→ π (x) ∀x, x0.

Definition 3.1.6. An irreducible, aperiodic, time-homogeneous, discrete Markov
chain is called an Ergodic Markov chain.

As the sample mean of a MCMC converges to the expected value of the
function over the its stationary distribution the chain must be constructed so
that the stationary distribution is the desired sample distribution. A property
that helps in the construction is detailed balance.

Definition 3.1.7. A probability density function π on X satisfies detailed bal-
ance with respect to a transition matrix T if ∀a, b ∈ X

πaTab = πbTba.

A probability density function that satisfies detailed balance is also a sta-
tionary distribution since

πaTab = πaTba ⇒
∑
a∈X

πaTab =
∑
a∈X

πbTba = πb

so it is enough to construct a pdf with detailed balance to get a stationary
distribution. A method to construct a Markov chain with desired stationary
distribution is Metropolis algorithm explained in the next section.
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3.2 Metropolis algorithm

Metropolis algorithm [11] is a method to construct a Markov chain that has a
desired distribution π. Metropolis algorithm selects a candidate for the next
variable from a probability matrix Q and then accepts or rejects the candidate
depending on the ratio between the probability the candidate and the current
variable. Since only the ratio is needed the exact distribution is not needed and
instead a function proportional to it is used p = Z · π for some Z ∈ R. The
algorithm is explained in detail below.

1. Select a stochastic matrix Q where Qab is the probability of selecting b as a
candidate given a. Select Q such that it is symmetric, i.e. Qab = Qba ∀a, b.

2. Randomly select a initial variable x0 from X .

3. With probability Q(xi, x
′) select a candidate next variable x′.

4. Calculate the acceptance ratio α = p(x′)
p(xi)

.

5. If the new variable has higher probability than the current variable (α ≥ 1)
then candidate is accepted by setting xi+1 = x′. Otherwise the candidate
is accepted with with probability α. If the proposed variable is rejected
the variable remains unchanged xi+1 = xi.

The probability of selecting b from a then becomes Tab = Qab max
(
p(b)
p(a) , 1

)
if

a 6= b and Taa = 1−
∑
a6=b Tab. Normally Q is selected such that x′ is accepted

in half of the cases.

3.2.1 Why Metropolis algorithm works

To ensure that the sample mean of the Markov chain generated by Metropolis
algorithm converges to expected value following the distribution π, it can be
checked that is has the Ergodic properties.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let {Xi} be a Markov chain constructed by Metropolis algo-
rithm with distribution π and p = Zπ for some Z ∈ R. If Q is selected irreducible
and aperiodic then {Xi} meets the requirements stated in the Ergodic Theorem
and is an Ergodic Markov chain with a stationary distribution π.

It is trivial to prove most of the properties. One method to prove the sta-
tionary distribution is to use detailed balance [20].

Proof. That (Xi) is time-homogeneous is trivial since Tab only depends on a, b.
That the desired probability π is the stationary distribution follows since it

has detailed balance.

πaTab
(i)
= πaQab max

(
πb
πa
, 1

)
(ii)
= Qab max (πb, πa)

(iii)
= Qba max

(
1,
πa
πb

)
= πbTba

Where (i) holds since p and π is proportional, (ii) holds since πa, πb, 1 > 0 and
(iii) holds since Q is selected symmetric.

Since Q is irreducible and aperiodic and Qab = 0 is equivalent with Tab = 0,
T inherits these properties and the generated Markov chain is a Ergodic Markov
chain.
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3.3 Metropolis algorithm Monte Carlo of a har-
monic oscillator

An example on how the Metropolis algorithm Monte Carlo method (MMC)
could be used in physical chemistry is to use it to estimate the displacement
and potential energy of chemical bond. A simple model of a bond between
two atoms is two view the bond as a one dimensional harmonic oscillator. The
potential energy relative to the equilibrium distance is then given by

U(x) =
k

2
x2

where k is the spring force constant and x is the difference in bond length from
the equilibrium distance between the atoms, the bond displacement. The Boltz-
mann distribution for a harmonic oscillator is equal to a normal distribution with
µ = 0 and σ2 = kBT

k

π(x) =
1

Z
e
− kx2

2kBT ,

where Z =
√

2πkBT
k .

The expected value for bond displacement is then just µ = 0 with variance
σ2. The expected value for the potential energy is

E [U(x)] =

∫ ∞
−∞

k

2
x2π(x)dx =

kBT

2

with variance

σ2 [U(x)] =

∫ ∞
−∞

(
k

2
x2

)2

π(x)dx− E [U(x)]
2

=
(kBT )2

2

In the MMC algorithm of this system each state is the current bond dis-
placement x. Each iteration draws a new proposal bond displacement x′ from
[x− ξ, x+ ξ], where ξ is a constant selected such that the proposal displacement
is accepted in half of the iterations.

3.3.1 Metropolis algorithm Monte Carlo of nitrogen bond

The model was tested for nitrogen gas N2 at its critical and triple point tem-
peratures. For N2 the spring force constant for the harmonic model of a bond

is k = 2.25 · 10−17 J Å
−2

. Table 3.1 displays the mean and variance of the dis-
placement and the potential energy with the starting displacement set to 0 Å,
both calculated and estimated.

To test the dependency of the start point of the iteration another test was
made with the starting displacement set to 1 Å. These results are listed in Table
3.2.

The results show that the estimated values are close to the calculated and
that the estimator approaches the calculated value as the number of iterations
is increased. Figure 3.1 shows how the increased iterations makes the estima-
tion approach the expected Boltzmann distribution (starting displacement 0 Å).
This shows also that 100 iterations is too few for the distribution to converge to
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Table 3.1: MMC estimated values for N2 bond with the starting displacement
x0 = 0 Å.

T Iterations E [x] Å σ2 [x] Å
2

E [U(x)] J σ2 [U(x)] J2

63.18 Calculated 0 3.88 · 10−5 4.36 · 10−22 3.80 · 10−43

100 2.69 · 10−5 3.73 · 10−5 4.29 · 10−22 3.43 · 10−43

10000 4.03 · 10−6 3.88 · 10−5 4.37 · 10−22 3.83 · 10−43

1000000 1.32 · 10−6 3.88 · 10−5 4.36 · 10−22 3.80 · 10−43

126.2 Calculated 0 7.74 · 10−5 8.71 · 10−22 1.52 · 10−42

100 −7.26 · 10−5 7.68 · 10−5 8.90 · 10−22 1.60 · 10−42

10000 6.53 · 10−6 7.71 · 10−5 8.68 · 10−22 1.51 · 10−42

1000000 6.88 · 10−7 7.74 · 10−5 8.71 · 10−22 1.52 · 10−42

Table 3.2: MMC estimated values for N2 bond with the starting displacement
x0 = 1 Å.

T Iterations E [x] Å σ2 [x] Å
2

E [U(x)] J σ2 [U(x)] J2

63.18 Calculated 0 3.88 · 10−5 4.36 · 10−22 3.80 · 10−43

100 7.49 · 10−1 2.13 · 10−2 6.57 · 10−18 6.02 · 10−36

10000 1.02 · 10−2 6.71 · 10−3 7.66 · 10−20 5.09 · 10−37

1000000 9.82 · 10−5 1.05 · 10−4 1.18 · 10−21 5.02 · 10−39

126.2 Calculated 0 7.74 · 10−5 8.71 · 10−22 1.52 · 10−42

100 6.28 · 10−1 4.61 · 10−2 4.98 · 10−18 9.25 · 10−36

10000 6.74 · 10−3 4.57 · 10−3 5.20 · 10−20 3.49 · 10−37

1000000 6.58 · 10−5 1.21 · 10−4 1.37 · 10−21 3.34 · 10−39

the Boltzmann distribution. The test of the dependence of the starting point
shows dependency that decreases as the iterations is increased. At 63.18 K and
at 100 iterations the estimation is over 25000 times better when the iteration
started at equilibrium.

3.4 Kinetic Monte Carlo

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) is a simulation method often used when simulating
how chemical systems evolve over time, for example how crystalline layers grow
or evolve as atoms are deposited or hops around on a defined lattice surface or
how concentrations of substrates depend on enzymatic reactions. KMC uses,
like MMC, a sequence of random variables with the Markov property making
it a MCMC. The distribution of the variables is not necessary known or of
interest and instead the transition rates from going from one variable to another
determines the probability for the chain,

Tab =
rab
ra

where ra =
∑
b∈X

rab.

The time for how long a variable stays at a is given by a Poisson probability
τa(t) with parameter λ = ra. One of the most used KMC algorithms is rejection
free kinetic Monte Carlo (rfKMC) in which all possible transitions is calculated
at each step and the time is updated accordingly to τa(t). The algorithm is
explained in detail below.
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Figure 3.1: Histogram bond displacement and expected Boltzmann distribu-
tion at 126.2 K. Top 100 iteration, middle 10000 iterations and bottom 10000
iterations.
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Table 3.3: Mean square error and iteration lengths for different step lengths.
Concentration step (M) Mean square error (M2) Iteration length

0.01 24.3 · 10−4 90.82
0.009 21.2 · 10−4 100.38
0.008 18.3 · 10−4 112.69
0.007 16.0 · 10−4 127.55
0.006 14.3 · 10−4 149.06
0.005 12.1 · 10−4 178.96
0.004 9.81 · 10−4 223.06
0.003 7.25 · 10−4 300.29
0.002 5.02 · 10−4 445.16
0.001 2.50 · 10−4 892.34

0.0001 0.241 · 10−4 8889.8

1. Set the initial time t = 0 and the initial variable x0 ∈ X .

2. Select the next variable xi+1 from the probability matrix Txixi+1 =
rxi,xi+1

rxi
.

3. Update the time t = t+ ∆t. Where ∆t is sampled from τxi .

4. Repeat 2-4 until enough iterations or a time limit has been reached (t ≥
tlim).

3.5 Kinetic Monte Carlo on a test system

A KMC algorithm (the Gillespie algorithm [21]) was tested on a simple first
order reaction where a species A transforms to a species B with rate constants
kf forward and kb backwards.

A
kf−−⇀↽−−
kb

B.

In the algorithm each state is represented by the current concentrations
[A] and [B]. The rates depends on the current concentration and how much

concentration is allowed to change each step by rf =
kf [A]
δC

and rb = kb[B]
δC

where
δC is the constant change of concentration in each step.

For the test system the initial concentrations were set to [A]0 = 0.25 M and
[B]0 = 0 M and the rate constants were set to kf = 2 min−1 and kb = 1 min−1.
The concentration step was varied and the iteration was run until a time of
2.5 min was reached. Figure 3.2 shows how the different concentration steps
affects the algorithm. Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3 shows how the mean square
error between against the theoretical concentration and the number of iteration
steps varies with the concentration step length. The results are the mean of
100 runs at each step length. Figure 3.3 shows clearly how the MSE decrease
linear with the step length as approximately the product of the concentration
step and the maximum concentration.
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Figure 3.2: KMC at different concentration steps. Top at 0.01, middle at 0.001
and bottom at 0.0001. The dots are the concentrations from the KMC iteration
and the lines are the theoretical concentrations. Blue is the concentration of
spices A and orange is the concentration of spices B.

Figure 3.3: Mean square error between KMC estimator and theoretical kinetics
at different step lengths with least-square fitted linear trendline.



Chapter 4

Metropolis algorithm
Monte Carlo growth model
of SiC

The Metropolis Monte Carlo method can be used when computing how a gas
is distributed over a surface if the process is allowed enough time to achieve
equilibrium. The process will only give the distribution on equilibrium and no
information on how the gas evolved the start distribution or how long time it
takes to reach equilibrium.

4.1 Algorithm

The MMC algorithm used was made to both handle a square lattice Lsq and
a hexagonal lattice Lhx. On Lsq each vertex (x, y) neighbours (x ± 1, y) and
(x, y ± 1) and on Lhx each vertex (x, y) neighbours (x ± 1, y), (x, y ± 1) and
(x± 1, y∓ 1). The lattice where modelled with periodic boundaries to simulate
an infinitely large surface L(w + 1, y) = L(1, y) and L(x, h+ 1) = L(x, h) ∀x, y
where w, h is the width and height of the lattice.

To get a proposal state particle i is moved uniformly from x, y to x′, y′ with
|x−x′| ≤ δ, |y−y′| ≤ δ on Lsq and |x−x′| ≤ δ, |y−y′| ≤ δ, |(x+y)−(x′+y′)| ≤ δ
on Lhx for a predetermined constant δ selected so that the candidate state is
accepted with p ≈ 0.5. This gives a Q that is both symmetric, irreducible and
aperiodic and the prerequisites for the Ergodic Theorem are fulfilled.

4.2 Test system

The simulation software was tested on a simple test system where physical and
chemical properties could be calculated analytically. The system consisted of a
10 × 10 square lattice Lsq filled with 9 particles of the same type. The parti-
cles where not allowed to leave the surface and they interacted with a nearest-
neighbour (nn) potential of −1 kJ/mol, i.e. if two particles are at neighbouring
positions on Lsq they contribute with −1 kJ/mol to the systems total energy.

Rönnby, 2016. 17
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At low temperature the particles ”solidify” to a small cluster trying to maxi-
mize the number of nn-interactions. In a system of 9 particles on Lsq this cluster
is a 3× 3 particle square with 12 nn-interactions. The energy of the ”solid” is

Hs = −12000 J mol−1.

There are 10 possible locations of this cluster giving a total of 10 energy equiv-
alent states. The entropy of the ”solid” is therefore

Ss = R ln 10 = 19.147 J K−1 mol−1.

At high temperatures the particles ”sublimes” to a gas-like phase maximizing
the entropy. In the ”gaseous” state the particles are randomly distributed on
Lsq giving that each particle has 4 9−1

100−1 ≈ 0.32 nn-interactions on average and
n
2 4 9−1

100−1 ≈ 1.45 nn-interactions total in the system. This gives an energy of

Hg = −1454.55 J mol−1.

Since there are 9 particles and 10×10 = 100 possible locations on Lsq there are(
100
9

)
possible ”gaseous” states and the entropy is

Sg = R ln

(
100

9

)
= 234.326 J K−1 mol−1.

The temperature at which the system ”sublimes” can then be calculated by

Tsub =
∆H

∆S
=
Hg −Hs

Sg − Ss
= 49.0079 K.

4.3 Results from the test simulation

The system was simulated at different temperatures in the interval 10−90 K and
at infinity high temperatures. The results are given in Table 4.1. The energy at
low temperatures are very close to the energy of the ”solid” and the energy at
infinite temperature is very close to the energy of the ”gas”. This shows that the
estimator is valid at estimating the energy at low and high temperatures. The
highest change in temperature occurs between 40 − 50 K this is also expected
as the highest change in energy should happen around the phase change, which
was expected to occur around 45 K. This is sustained by the average particle
distance which has a high increase as the phase is changed.
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Table 4.1: Results from simulation of the first test system for MMC with
1 000 000 iteration.

Temperature (K) Energy (J mol−1) Average distances
10 -11999.08 1.635
20 -11829.19 1.659
30 -11123.00 1.791
40 -9807.132 2.143
50 -7839.921 2.713
60 -6209.001 3.133
70 -5125.002 3.373
80 -4420.850 3.510
90 -3934.495 3.594
∞ -1456.033 3.892

30 K 40 K 50 K

60 K 70 K ∞ K

Figure 4.1: Two dimensional histogram of average particle position for nine
particle in a square 10× 10 grid with periodic boundary after 10 000 iterations.
The more color each cell have the higher portability to find a particle at that
location. The probability is normalized with respect to the cell with highest
probability at each temperature.
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Chapter 5

Kinetic Monte Carlo
growth model of SiC

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations can be used to model how particles lands and
moves over a surface. This can then be used to simulate surface growth. The
transition rate for the algorithm are given by transition state theory with ener-
gies obtained from quantum chemical computations.

5.1 Algorithm

The algorithm used for the growth model was a standard lattice kinetic Monte
Carlo algorithm. The lattice was set up identically to the MMC growth model
as a periodic square or hexagonal lattice. At each time step three types of
actions where allowed

• a particle condensates onto a vacant surface site,

• one of the surface particles diffuses to a vacant neighbouring site,

• one of the surface particles evaporates from the surface.

The rate for a particle condensation was calculated using the collision flux

rcond =
pANvac√
2πmkBT

,

where p is the partial pressure of the particle in the gaseous phase, A is the
area of a single surface site, Nvac is the number of vacant surface sites and m
is the mass of a single particle. For diffusion and evaporation the rates where
calculated using transition state theory. A simplification used was that a particle
at position i only interacts with its nearest neighbours. The energy barrier for
a particle diffusing from position i to position j is estimated by

∆E‡i→j = Ediff + max (Enn(j)− Enn(i), 0 J) ,

where Ediff is the diffusion energy between the particle and the surface and
Enn(k) is the sum of the energy between a particle at site k and all its neigh-
bouring particles. The energy barrier for a particle evaporating from position i
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at the surface is estimated by

∆E‡i↑ = Eevap + max (−Enn(i), 0 J) ,

where Eevap is the evaporation energy between the particle and the surface site.
This gives rates

rdiff =
kBT

h
e−∆E‡

i→jβ and revap =
kBT

h
e−∆E‡

i↑β .

5.2 Model system

In the model system a periodic Lhx lattice with dimensions 100× 100 sites was
used. The spacing of two neighbouring sites was 3.18 Å and the area of a site was

then 8.76 Å
2
. The adatom was represented by a C·SiH radical that binds to a

surface Si. The mass of the particle was 41.10 u. The interaction energies where
calculated by quantum chemical methods using the software Gaussian[22]. The
obtained energies where

Ediff = −82 kJ mol−1,

Esurf = −410 kJ mol−1

and Enn = −226 kJ mol−1.

Three runs was preformed at different temperatures, one at 1000 K one at 1500 K
and one at 200 K. The pressure was set to 50 mbar in all runs. These conditions
are similar to normal CVD conditions.

Figure 5.1 shows how the adatoms order themselves at different temperatures
over time. The results shows that at lower temperature there are smaller and
more clusters than at the higher temperature. This is consistent with expected
physical trends since at higher temperature smaller clusters tent to ”melt” by
the particles diffusing more around the surface and packs together into larger
clusters. Figure 5.2 shows to which ratio the surface is covered as the time
is progressed, the coverage of the surface is increasing more slowly at higher
temperatures. This also follows physical trends as the higher temperature allows
more particle to evaporate from the surface and less growth will occur.
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10 ns 50 ns 100 ns

Figure 5.1: Particle locations for KMC of growth model after increasing time.
Top at 1000 K, middle at 1500 K and bottom at 2000 K.

Figure 5.2: Surface coverage ratio over time at three different temperatures.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The investigation of introduced Monte Carlo methods revealed several charac-
teristic results. The most clearly shown result is the dependence on the number
of iterations. For all the methods the estimation approaches the expected value
as the number of iterations is increased. This is expected as the Monte Carlo
estimator follows the law of large numbers. This could be a limitation depend-
ing on the accessibility of computers, but given today’s computers this is not
a huge limitation. For example the volume estimation, the harmonic oscillator
and the Gillespie calculations were preformed on an ordinary home computer
in a couple of minutes. The surface modelling was preformed on the computing
cluster Gamma at NSC using 16 cores and took a couple of minutes for the
MMC model and up to a couple of hours for the largest KMC model.

Another important feature for the Metropolis algorithm Monte Carlo is the
dependence of the starting point of the iteration. This shows a limitation in a
system with low mobility of the random variable where it could be stuck in a
local probability maximum instead of following the probability distribution. In
extreme cases where the local probability maximums are quite hight could lead
to severe problems. The numerical calculation could evaluate the probability
ratio to 0 and in bad cases remove the irreducibility of the Markov chain, nul-
lifying the Ergodic theorem, trapping the chain at this maximum. This shows
that care need to be taken when assigning the starting points for the Metropolis
algorithm.

The results from the surface modelling with MMC gave plausible results
when comparing to the expected physics and chemistry. The main limitation
of this model was that it only gives an estimation of the equilibrium and no
information on how the system evolved to there. Different processes when going
towards the equilibrium could take very different time and simulating these at
the same time could give erroneous results when comparing to real world results.

The KMC surface simulation shows growth that correspond well with the
real world. This modelling was the slowest to finish both in terms of needed
iterations and time. This comes from that the number of possible next states
grow linear with the number of particles on the surface which causes more
computations and smaller time steps. The longer computation time is also
caused by the rejection free method as all next states are calculated in each
step.

In conclusion the thesis shows that Monte Carlo simulations is a versatile
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algorithm that with small modifications can be used in many cases. The surface
modelling gave expected results in a fair amount of time.
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